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CHAPTER I
Introduction
The purpose of this pilot study of student
appraisal.of academic advisement is three-fold:
1)

to evaluate the existing quality of the

faculty adviser in contrast to advisement counselor at
the college level.
2)

to evaluate student perceptions of both forms

of advisement.
3)

to compare student appraisal of those exposed

to centralized advisement with those exposed only to
decentralized advisement in order to answer the basic
question--which form of advisement is most e ffective .
This study is considering only two official forms
o f advisement-- the faculty adviser (decentralized) who i s
full time on the teaching faculty and who advises students
in addition to his teaching load, and the advisement coun
selor (centralized) who is hired by the university to
function as a full time academic adviser or counselor.
All (one hundred percent) of the advisement counselors
in this study have been trained in counseling, the minimum
requirement being an M . A. in Guidance and Counseling, with
1

2
some practical experience in the field of guidance and coun
�

ling_ in an institution.

On the other hand, the faculty

advisers, as far a s one can determine, were trained primarily
in their specialized fields and were not exposed extensively
to any training in.guidance and colUlseling or advisement
techniques.
The student population for this stUdy is students or
ex-students from Eastern Illinois University and Elmira Colleg e .
These two institutions were selected because of their con
trasting advisement programs for their student s .

The total

population consists of three comparable groups·which are
identified in the study as :
a)

Group 1 - - this group consists of students assigned

to the advisement center at Eastern Illinois University
(1971-72) and who were exposed only to centralized advisement.
b)

Group 2--this group was made up of ex-students of

Eastern Illinois University who were pre- centralized advisement
and who were exposed only to decentralized advisement- or
transfer students who were exposed only to decentralized
advisement.

These students attended Eastern Illinois

University prior to the time the advisement center was in
operation (1963-65) .
c)

Group 3--this group was composed of students from

Elmira College (1972- 73) who were exposed only to decentralized
advisement.
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When a student enters Eastern Illinois University as
a freshman, he is presently assigned to an advisement COW1Selor
for at least the period of one year and in five areas for the
period of two years.

These five areas are: business, English,

math, social science, and zoology.
above as group

This group is referred to

1.

The third group (group 3) is similar to group 2 in that,
as mentioned above, they have been only exposed to faculty
advisement and have not been exposed to professional advisement
coW1selors.
This study, then, provides an evaluation of two approaches
to academic advising currently in use at colleges and univer
sities similar to the two institutions represented in this
study.

This study might also suggest other dimensions for consi

deration by raising some important institutional questions
regarding advisement, such as:
1)

How should an institution handle the academic

advising of freshmen and upperclassmen?
2)

What kind of course-planning assistance and

academic orientation should be provided for beginning freshmen,
upper classmen, and transfer students?
3)

What should be done with non-preference or

undecided students?
4-)

How effective is your present system of advisement?

5)

Are you meeting the needs of your student body

regarding �cademic advisement?

CHAPTER II
Hypothesis
In order to make the study more meaningful in terms
of its purposes and in terms of the above questions and to
give more perspective to the study , it might be advantageous
to examine more fully the pros and cons of centralized and
decentralized advisement from which the hypothesis was advanced.
The centralized advising program (as it operates at
Eastern Illinoi s Unive�sity, 1972) is characterized by : 1 ) a
central office whose main responsibility is the academic
(curricular) and some vocational advising of undergraduate
freshmen and some sophomore students; 2) a full time profes
s i onal staff of specialists who are aware of the academic and
vocational needs of students ; 3 ) a coordinator or director who
is responsible for collecting and disseminating advising infor
mation for �11 the institutional programs and maintaining
liaison with other appropriate adminis trative units within
the university.

Ideally, such advi sing systems assist under

graduates with all facets of their programs .

The students are

usually assigned to an adviser in the advisement center and
are required to visit their adviser at least once a quarter
before they are sent out to their departmental advisers at

5
the end of e1eir first or second year, depending on their field
of interest as mentioned earlier.
The advantages and disadvantages of both the central

-

ized and decentralized advisement are discussed in several
prominent studies* which will be reviewed in the . chapter ·on
related research .

It might be useful at this point to examine

a few of the salient points brought out by these studies and
elaborate some on them .
that cen tralized

In

advisement

effect,

the authors have stated

offers several attractive advantages .

The most important of these are listed below:
1.

Advising in university or educational setting should be full

time professional activity .

The advisers should be interested

in young people and consider their work an important contribution
rather

than a necessary evil.

Such interest in y oung pe ople

and devotion of time to advisement shoul d result in a higher
quality of advisement than could otherwise be obtained.
2.

Advisers have

no d�partmental

no vested interests .

affiliation and , therefore ,

Furthermore , one adviser i s capable of

discussing several different curricular options with students,
thereby making it much more convenient for students to obta in
information.

Instead of having to seek out several different

offices , a student need only visit one .
3.

Such advisers

for students and

provide more
are

accurate and reliable information

aware of the on-going changes in requirements

*Research by Breed, Sterling of Western Michigan
University; Sheffield , Long Island University ; Ravekes , Dundalk
Community Colle ge ; Rossmann , Jack Manchester College .
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at a given institution.

Most institutions are constantly

revising courses, adding new ones, deleting others, modifying
curricular and general requirements, and approving alternative
courses to satisfy requirements.

The quantity of such changes

causes an adviser's work to resemble that of a tax expert at
times.

The centralized adviser makes every e ffort to keep up

with the latest changes which would affect those students for
whom he is responsible.
usually costs
�.

a

Accuracy is vital since faulty advising

student money, time and energy.

The responsibility for advising is fixed in a centralized

system.
5.

Advising procedures are more uniform and there is greater

continuity of advisement and more personalized service.

6.

Finally� it mu�t be noted that centralized advising has

be�n enthusiastically endorsed by those institutions that have
tried it, and other institutions have considered it as a possible
solution to their problems.
There seem to be four principal disadvantages inherent
in centralized advising systems.
1.

First, and foremost , is the cost of maintaining a separate

office of advisers i.n sufficient number to·adequately handle
the responsibilities involved.

Yet it should be noted tl1at

whereas this cost is direct and obvious, the cost of a decen
tralized system is usually hidden in the form of released time
for faculty advisers.
·
2.

Also important is the fact that centralized advising

�t !·r�
I!
I
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diminishes the contact that faculty members have with students.
Thus, faculty are much.less aware of student needs, problems,
and demand f.or various courses.

The advising relationship

can provide much useful information for the faculty, and
certainly it causes them to be more aware of the impact on
students that changes in requirements can have.
3.

Another difficulty in centralized advising is where to

place the office 1n the administrative structure, and where
to find the necessary staff.

This, too, points out another

related problem as to what qualifications the advisers should
have.

It seems that in some cases, particularly at Eastern

Illinois University with which the researcher is familiar, some
advisers have educational backgrounds too extensive for
the task.
4.

Finally, it is difficult in most cases for universities

to maintain a proper advis. er�student ratio.

Too often the

advising function is pl2.ced at the bottom of an institution rs
priorities.

According to Lewis

B.

Mayhew, nAdequate counseling

or advising of students is an expensive undertaking, but it is
one which ·students say they want and need.

Relatively few

institutions have been willing to rearrange the deployment of
their resources to provide this effective service."1
The most common form of academic advising is, by far,
the decentralized form.
1

The premise that teaching faculty

Lewis B . Mayhew, Colleges Today and Tommorrow
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1969), P:-101.
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should provide academic advice and.guidance for their students
has been traditional i� institutions of higher learning.
Furthermore, such a setup or system can usually be adapted
to fit the a�ninistrative structure of either a small college
or a large university.
Although the decentralized system may assume many
different forms, it is usually distinguished by the fact that
students are assigned to a specific faculty adviser in their
major area of interest.

In larger institutions such an

assignment is not made until the student enters the junior
year.

During the first two undergraduate years, i n this

arrangement, students are advised by whichever administrative
unit is responsible for the general educational program.

Non

preference or undecided students may be assigned an adviser
in the general education program, the Counseling Center, or
some other academic department.

Ideally, the student's adviser

provides curric1Qar advice as well as major-minor assist�nce.
In large universities the system is most apt to be organized
around the Various colleges.

Each college may have an assistant

dean responsible for coordinating advising efforts within that
particular college, disseminating information, and perhaps
providing in-service training for advisers.

Usually the

overall coordination in such a system is provided by an
individual reporting directly to the academic vice president
or provost.
There are several advantages and disadvantages in

9

decentralized advising whicl1 should be considered at this pbint
to give · a greater perspective or some contrast with the advantages and disadvantages of centralized advising.

First, let us

consider some of the advantages in decentralized advising.
1.

Perhaps the most important ad�antage is that i t provides

faculty members and students with an opportunity to relate outside the classroom.

And since the adviser usually is drawn·

from the student's major field , the two are linked by common
interest.

Ideally the student receives interested and knowl-

edgeable guidance, and the faculty member is provided with an
opportunity to know student s , their problems, and their concerns.
Thus both parties in the relationship should benefit.
2.

Decentralized advising is, in the opinion o f some university

officials and teachers, at least at Eastern Illinois University,
more economical.

The cost of such a system is indirect compared

to a centralized program, and although it is commonly thought
.

t o be less expensive than the latter, this is not always true.
In cases where faculty members are given reduced teaching loads
for advising responsibilities the system may cost considerably
more.
3.

Such a system is flexible enough t o fit into any organiza-

tional scheme and can accommodate the needs of an institution
that is growing in size and complexity.

In this sense the

decentralized system has an advantage over the centralized program.
4.

The decentralized system fits easily into the structure o f

most institutions since i t is usually organized on the basis o f
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the various departments and colleges.
There are, however, some serious limitations that are
often found in decent�alized advising programs.

Some of the

important limitations are:

1.

Probably the greatest difficulty in decentralized advising

is finding teaching faculty who are ge nuinely interested in
serving as advisers and who are knowledgeable enough about
university programs to provide competent,

accurate advice.

Faculty members often seem to regard advising as an unpleasant
job to be done as quickly as possible.

Furthermore, many

institutions tend to assign adv1sing roles to their newest
and. least experienced faculty.

Consequently, students report

a lack of confidence in their advisers,

and usually turn else-

where for help.
2.

Departmental advisers often are ignorant of academic

matters outside their own departments.

The student interested

in comparing different curricula, major-minor possibilities,
and/or vocational opportunities usually finds that the departmental adviser is unable to provide much help.

3.

A decentralized system cannot easily accommodate the

"undecidedfl

student.

Since a significant percentage of

students entering college falls into the nundecided" category,
this is a major problem.

2
A recent study by Arthur Snider,

at Eastern Illinois University,

indicated that

19.2

of the incoming freshmen for the fall quarter of
2

�rthur

.University,

percent

1971

were

Snider, unpublished research, Eastern Illinois

1971.

11
undecided as to the field in which
Mr.

they wanted to major.

Snider's study further showed that

1 , 48 2

43

percent of the

freshmen changed majors during the first two quarters

of that year.

Since this is

a

problem,

some institutions

arbitrarily assign nundecided11 students to departmental advisers;
·
other schools attempt to solve the problem by placing all fpesh
men and sophomores in a basic studies unit
College , General Studie s ,

etc . ) .

(i . e . ,

University

This method , howeve r ,

does

not seem to be a satisfactory solution to the problem.

4.

Coordination is more difficul� in a decentralized system.

It is more o f a problem to disseminate information,

and to

provide any kind of in-service training program for advisers .
An attempt to provide an in-service training program at Eastern
Illinois Unive rsity in 1971 virtually failed because very fe�11
faculty advisers showed up for the program.

5.

The decentralized system tends to be impersonal.

is much turnover in facul ty,
advising relationship .

If there

there is little continuity in the

Furthermor e ,

advisee ratio may vary widely,

in many systems the adviser

and create morale problems among

faculty membe r s .
I f nothing else ,

the foregoing points should point out

one important fact regarding academic advising;

that is ,

a

perfect or utopian advising system still remains to be dis
covered, much less implemented.

Although,

it is not within

the scope of this pilot research project to suggest new and
innovative ways of setting up an advisement system,

it

is,
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however, an attempt to obtain from the students, the recipients
of advisement, a complete appraisal of advisement and as a
result of their appraisal to show by their assessment which
form of advisement is most positively accepted by sh�ents.
The primary or null hypothesis, then, for this pilot study is
that there will be no significant difference between student
appraisal, that is, high and low ranking, of centralized and
decentralized advisement.

The research hypothesis is that if

a significant difference between the two forms o f advisement
does appear, that centralized advisement (professional advisers)
would be more positively accepted by students than decentralized
or faculty advisement.

CHAPTER

III

Related Research
Two studies which reveal the importance of some form
of advisement and success are:
First, Morehead and Johnson3 used the c ontrol group
technique in attempting to assess the impact of spending additional advising time with college freshme n .

Their experimental

group consisted of 48 male freshmen majoring in electrical
engineering at North Carolina State College in the fall of
1960.

The remaining 178 freshmen engineers made up the control

group .
Students in the control group received routine advising
from faculty members while the experiemental group students
had, in addition to the usual faculty advising relationship,
two schedule<! individual conferences each semester of their
freshman year.

The conferences dealt with college regulations,

class participation, study schedule, and efficient study habits .
Results indi.cated that the experimental group had a signifi cantly
higher freshman grade point average than the control group , but
there were no di fferences between the two groups on rate of
3

C. C . Morehead and J . C . Johnson , "Some Effects of a
Facblty Advising Program , n Personnel and Guidance Journal, 43 ,
1 9 64, pp . 139-144.
13

14

retention.
·

In Mr.

The second of these studies was conducted by W.

F.

Brown.

4

Brown's study, he used upperclassmen to conduct a program

of academic advising, matched two groups of freshmen on the basis
of sex,

scholastic ability, and study orientation.

One group

received three sessions of advising by trained upperclassmen,
while the other group had no advising.

The advised group earned

significantly higher grades at the end of the first semester and
obtained higher scores on two measures of effective study habits.
As stated above,
Mr.

the studies of Mr.

Morehead and

Brown establish that proper advisement can be a positive

and effective force in the adjustment of students to a college
program--an important presupposition for this paper.

Accepting

the position that advisement is a positive and effective means
of helping students,

it is, then, the intent of the research

to go beyond this and to show whether faculty advisement or
.

professional advisement is the most effective and positively
accepted by students.
Mr.

J.

E.

Rossmann,

5

in a study at Macalester College,

found that in giving faculty members released time to devote
to academic advisement was not the answer to good advisement.
Mr.

Rossman selected a group of 120
4

w.

Adjustment, If

F.

(experimental group)

freshmen

Brown, irstudent to Student Counseling for Academic

Personnel and Guidance Journal,

43,

1965, pp. 811-817.

5
J. E . Ro s
. smann, f!Released Time for Faculty Advising:
Impact Upon Freshmen;" Personnel and Guidance Journal, 47,
pp. 358- 363.
-

The
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who were randomly selected from the classes entering Macalester

in

the.fall of

196'+

and

1965

comprised the "control group"

in

teaching loads.

the

(ten men and

ten

The remaini
. ng freshmen in each class

women) to each adviser.

full

and were assigned

Data

and were assigned to advisers with

collected revealed that the students

experimental group were more satisfied with their faculty

advisers but there were no
two groups on:

a) rate of retention;

c) level of aspiration;

differences between the

significant
b)

grade point average;

d) satisfaction with the college;

and,

e) perception of the campus.
Mr. Rossman's study,

as stated above,

was no significant difference between his

two

revealed there
experimental

groups other than greater satisfaction on the part of one group.
This might suggest that there is a different approach to advisement

which

would be more effective such as professional

advisement.
Studies which ·could have some bearing upon this study
and

which

study

of

reveal a couple of the weaknesses inherent ·in a

t

this nature are seen in the s udy by Mr.

in which he teaches

usually

that

the first

A.

S.

6
Luchins,

(primary) impressions are

more powerful and favorable than the last impressions.

These first impressions,
tional influence upon

the

as Luchins
subject.

indi ca tes
Thus,

in

,

a

have a

dispropor-

study of this

nature, the student 11aving been exposed to one or the other
forms of advisement

by C.

I.

6A.

could

have a biased feeling toward that

Lu chi n s , "Recency in Impressions Formation,"
Hovland, The Order of Presentation in Persuasion

S.

SS,-i957),

{New �raven: .Yale Uni".'ersity Pre

Vol:'!:"""-

--

-

quoted
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form t o which h e was initially exposed.

There is a possibility

that in spite of the efforts to keep the group as consistent ·
and homogenous as possible, some of the students may have been·
exposed to both types of advisement.

Thus,

Mr. Luchin's

primary effect could be a factor influencing the results.
Victor Cline and J.

of Utah,

M. Richards, 7 of the Un ivers ity

conducted some research from which they clearly found

that the ability to judge others is a highly general tr ai t.
In conducting this present research and in examining the
results and responses to the questionnaire for advisement,
one must take this fin d ing into consideration.

Another consideration reading the results of a study
of this nature was.brought out in some research by Milton
8
Rosenberg,
of Yale University, which demonstrated that

intensity of

feeling

toward an · object

(person)

or an attitude,

are associated with what the individual believes to be its
ninstrumental valuen
of goals.

.
in facilitating or blocking . the achievement

The study suggests that objects or attitudes of persons,

which are seen as means for goal achievement, are evaluated

favorably, whereas those which are seen a·s sources of frustration
are evaluated unfavorably.

This could

either be a positive or

a negative influence on the results of the study.

If a student

t

?victor Cline and J. M. Richards, The Psycholog
of Inter
l
personal Relations
(New York: John Witney and Sons,
p. 76.

19 Y:"

W. W.

8
Milton Rosenberg,

Charters, Jr.,

and Bacon,

Quoted by Matthew W.

Learning in Social

Inc., 1970), p.

240-.-

Miles and

S et tings

.

(Boston:

Allyn
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views negatively ·something his adviser told hi�, he will respond
negatiyely to the questionnaire,
adviser is not at fault.

even though,

One must, also,

in fact,

the

recognize that the

reverse could indeed occur as easily.
A study by Claude Sanders,9 at Eastern Illinois
University, on "Student Perceptions of Sources of Assistance for
Problems" found that there was no significant difference between
professional advisers and faculty members in respect to being
sought out for academic and vocational assistance.
Of the freshmen who participated in the study, at
Eastern Illinois University,

27.1 percent sought help fro m the

advisement counselor,

whereas,

3�.l percent sought help from

the faculty adviser.

Although more students used the faculty

for their academic problems in this study, there did not appear
to be a large enough difference to justify any other conclusion.
It might be mentioned,

too, that in 1968 the advisement center,

at Eastern Illinois University,

was new and less·effective than

it is today.
In a preliminary study of "Student Appraisal of Faculty
Advisement versus Advisement Counselors,"

(1971)

10
the researcher

attempted to evaluate the existing quality of the faculty adviser
and advisement counselor currently in use at Eastern Illinois
9

claude Sanders, nstudent Perceptions of Sources of
Assistance for Problems/' (unpublished research, Eastern Illinois
University, 1968).
l DDale Kuntz�an, "Student Appraisal of Faculty Advisement
versus Advisement Counselors,n
Illinois University, 1971).

(unpublished research,

Eastern

University and to evaluate student perceptions of both forms of
advisement.

The students in this study were exposed to both

forms of advisement.

As a result of this study , the indication

was , although there was a more positive reaction to professional
advisement, that the overall differences in student responses
were not great enough to be significant.

The only finding was

an acknowledged consensus among the students that the advisement
counselor in academic advisement is apparently more effective
and succes s ful than his counterpart among the faculty .

In

addition, an analysis of the responses to the eighteen item
questionnaire indicates greater confidence in the advisement
counselor.
A study and advisement project by John Ravekes ll
pointed out, in effect, the difference s between student reaction
or evaluation of indiscriminate faculty advisement and what might
be defined as a professional·and centralized approach to advisement.

This study and evaluation revealed that students and

faculty felt that the advisement system, as i t existed in their
institution,

(Dundalk Community College, Dundalk, Maryland) was

ineffective and unable to advise students adequately.

The

institution had established an advisement system based completely
on decentralized or facul�y advisement .

As a result o f the

ineffectiveness of faculty advisement, the institution decided
to develop and implement a new advising system.
ll J ohn Ravekes , "Development and Evaluation of Essex
Community College's Revised Academic Advising System , n Nl\SPA
Journal , 9, April , 1971, pp. 237-2ta.
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The new system of academic advisement was developed on
the basis of a careful selection of faculty,
and counselor personnel.

administrative,

These individuals were given the sole

responsibility of advising and structured interviews were
scheduled with continuing students who,
the previous system.

also, were advised under

A questionnaire was given to all the

students who were exposed to both approaches of advisement.
This questionnaire elicited from the students their evaluation
regarding the revised system.
completing the questionnaire,

Of the 240 full time students
85 percent found the new advising

system more appropriate and effective.

This project and

evaluation seems to make apparent that professionally trained
and readily accessible professional advisers, even though these
advisers are faculty members,

are more effective and positively

accepted by students than indiscriminate faculty advisement.
Mr.

V.

P.

Meskill and Mr. W.

descriptive and developmental

(Trend)

Sheffield published two
studies in which· they

discussed professional academic advisement.
Dr.

According to

Van Dalen, this method of descriptive research is a valid

approach.

Dr.

Van Dalen states, nDevelopmental studies are

concerned not only with the existing status and interrelationship
of phenomena, but also with changes that take place as a function
of time.1112
In the first of the two studies, by Mr.
12
(New York:

Meskill and

Deobold D. VanDalen, Understanding Educational Research
McGraw Hill Book Co. , 1966), p. 319.

20
Mr.

Sheffield,

13

11A New Specialty:

Full Time Academic Counselor,11

the authors attempted to look at a new approach to academic
advisement and counseling other than faculty advisement.
authors reported that,

The

11the practice of distributing the academic

counseling work load over the entire faculty had failed to function
satisfactorily.n

As a result,

they proposed that a full time

staff of professional academic counselors be established.

A

staff of twelve full time professional academic counselors was
organized from the development of this proposal.

From the

preliminary reports from all phases of the new program, according to the authors,

the new system was very encouraging and

strongly indicated a positive solution to the pr'Dblems that
existed under faculty advisement.
Mr.

Meskill and Mr.

Sheffield's second research project,

l�
11Faculty _Adviser and Academic Counselor: · A Pragmatic Marriage"l
was the culmination of what was initiated from their first
project

(1970)

reporte,µ above--a two year projec� of full time

professional academic advisers to replace faculty advisers.
a result of Mr.

Meskill' s initial pilot study,

as he described it,

a npragmatic marriagen

As

there resulted_,

between the faculty

adviser and the professional academic adviser.
In the second proj_ect, a thirteen item questionnaire
13v.

P. Meskill and W.

Sheffield, "A New Specialty:

P. Meskill and W.

Sheffield, "Faculty Adviser and

Time Academic Counselors,"
1970, pp. 55-58.
14v.

Academic Counselor:
. pp. 28-30.

.....

Personnel and Guidance Journal,

A Pragmatic Marriage,"

ibid. ;

--

13,1972,

Full

4-9,
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was given to all full time faculty members and all full time
undergraduate students who experienced both faculty advising
and the professional advising.

Sixty-eight percent of the

students who responded to the questionnaire,

The respondents,

advisement over faculty advisement.
did not endorse academic counseling
than faculty advising.

endorsed academic
however,

as being far more desirable

The authors of this project summarized

the results by saying:
. .. that the service* offered was

not significantly better than previous

services when measured in terms of prompt

ness of interview,

length of. interview,

and reliability of information offered.

The services offered apparently did exceed
earlier service,

student comments,

according to many written
in terms of concern for

students expressed by having academic

counseling available for five days a week
throughout the academic year.

This

factor apparently led to the strong

endorsement of academic counselors

.

.

.

•

Since there was no significant difference in the services
rendered between the two groups and that there appears to be no
model of academic counseling which is significantly better than
another,

the authors proposed a unification of both forms

suggesting this might be the best approach to academic advisement.

*Referring tq academic counseling services.

CHAPTER IV
Research Methodology
The development of this research grew from a desire
to determine which form of advisement is most effective-
faculty advi sement or the professional advisement counselor.
The study included the examination of several books, peri
odicals , other available printed matter about academic
advisement and the statistical analysis of a twenty-eight
item questionnaire.

From the review of literature evolved

a broad general pool of information from which many sources
were rejected ·b ecause they were inapplicable to the subject
of this study .

The most significant and appropriate litera

ture was summarized and presented in the preceding chapter.
All resources, however, contributed to a clearer definition
of the scope of this study and to the development of the
questionnaire.
The participants in this study consisted, as stated
earlier , of three groups of students of which some were only
exposed to faculty advisement and some only to the professional
adviser.

The identification of these two different academically

advised groups was important to thi s study .

Having identified

the two different groups and reviewing what literature there is
related to this research, reaffirmed the plausibility of a
22
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researchable topic.

As a result of having identified the

comparable groups and selecting the subjects for the study,
the next step was to examine pos�ible techniques of research.
The nature of this study to determine the prevalent conditions
and attitudes toward academic advisement and to identify some
prevailing relationships suggests that the descriptive survey
method of research would be appropriate.

This method may be

described as follows:
Descriptive surveys may include
present facts or current conditions
concerning the nature of a group of
persons, a number of objects, or a
class of events, and may involve the
procedures of induction, analysis,
classification, enumeration, or
measurement.15
·

Dr. D. Van Dalen has divided descriptive research into

three categories: 1) survey studies, 2) interrelationship
studies; and 3) developmental studies.

To define more precisely

this research, the definition for survey studies possibly should
be given even though there are traces of the other forms of
descriptive research.

Dr. Van Dalen states:

When trying to solve problems man...
often condl�t surveys. They collect
detailed descriptions of existing phenomena
with the intent of employing the data to
justify current conditions and practices....
Their objective may be not only to ascer
tain status, but also to determine the
adequacy of status by comparing it with
selected or established standards.
15carter V. Good, Essentials of Educational Research
·
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crafts, Inc. , 1966), p. 192.

24Surveys may be broad or narrow in scope.
They may encompass several countries or
may be confined to one nation, region,
state, city, school system, or some other
unit. Survey data may be gathered from
every member of a population or from a
carefully selected sample. Data may be
collected concerning a large number of
related factors or a few selected items.
The scope and depth of the study depends
primarill upon the nature of the
problem. 6
T�e purpose, then, of the descriptive survey investigation may be to obtain evidence regarding existing situations
or conditions, to identify standards for the comparison of
present conditions, or to determine what should be done on
the basis of new found information.

The descriptive-survey

method is especially significant in situations where diagnosis
is needed to ascertain whether or not a . certain task is being
accomplished or if objectives are being me�.

This type of

research is often broad in scope and may serve as a possible
impetus for further detailed analysis.
The instrument decided upon for this study is a
questionnaire (see appendix).

The questionnaire was

developed as closely as possible along the following general
guidelines:
1.
It must be short enough so
as not to take too much time and so that
the respondents would not reject it
completely.
2.
It must have some initial. face
appeal so that the respondents would be
16van Dalen, Understanding Educational Research, p. 206.
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inclined to react positively to it and
to complete it.

3 . The questionnaire should obtain
some depth to the respm1se in ord�r to
avoid superficial replies. The author
attempted also to obtain precise answers
so that the results could be more accur
ately determined.
�.
The idea questionnaire must
be too suggestive or too unstimu
lating, particularly with reference to
choices.

not

5. The questionnaire should elicit
responses that are definite but not mechan
ically forced.
6 . Questions must be asked in
such a way that the responses will not
be embarrassing to the individual.
7. Questions must be asked in such
a manner as to allay suspicion on the part
of the respondent concerning hidden responses
in the questionnaire.
8.

The questionnaire must not be
too narrow, restrictive, or limited in its
scope or philosophy.
The responses to the question
naire must te valid, and the entire body
of data taken as a whole must answer the
basic question for which the questionnaire
was designed.17
9.

While many beginning researchers turn to the question
naire as an investigative tool, Good18 indicates that the
questionnaire method is n�ither simple nor quick but requires
time, patience, ingenuity, and skill.

The closed form of

17cood, p. 221, citing Douglas E. Scates and �lice
V. Yoemans, The Effect of Questionnaire Form on Cm1rse Requests
of Employed Adlllts (\iyashington: American-Council ·of Education,
19 50) pp . 2-ll·.
'

18 Good, ibid. , p. 213.
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question was primarily elected for the questionnaire and one
part open for comments to allow some freedom of expression
among the respondents.

The closed form of question is where

the objective is to have .the respondents identify their feel
ings and where the degree of respondent information about the
topic is reasonably high.

It is assumed that the respondents'

opinions regarding the items are well defined,
no assumed barriers to communication.

and the type of information needed,

that the questionnaire,
information,

then,

should be used.

3)

(personal attributes),

2)

tion of advisement by students.

tion,

it was decided
To obtain this

1) adviser effective

informativeness of the adviser,

general appraisal of advisement,

from one,

the hypotheses

a twenty-eight item questionnaire was constructed

to elicit information in such areas as:
ness

·

19

Based on tl1e nature of this research,
advanced,

when there are

and �)·the general utiliza-·

The Likert-type response items

which indicated an extremely negative or low evalua

to five,

which indicated an extremely positive,

or very

high evaluation were used to ascertain the respondents feelings
or attitudes toward their adviser and advisement as to the
four
were,

areas mentioned above.
also,

quantified,

The Likert-type response items

used because the results are more easily
and constructed for easy tabulation and transfer

�o data processing equipment for summarization and statistical
treatment.

19

From the questionnaire it was possible to receive

Ibid., p.

220.
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a total raw score for each respondent and, thus, evaluate the
difference between the means of two independent samples.
While it is true that a five-point scale is somewhat
arbitrary, there is no fixed standard as indicated by the
following:
A rating scale ascertains the degree,
intensity or frequency of a variable . To
construct such a scale , an investigator
identifies the factor to be measure d , places
units or categories on a scale to differentiate
varying degrees of ti1e factor, and describes
these units in some manner. No established
rule governs the number of units that should
be placed on a scale but having too few
categories tends to produce crude measures
and having too many categories makes it
difficult for the rater to discriminate
between one step and the next on the scale.
The description of the s�ale units may
consist of points, numbers or descriptive
phrases along a line. 20
While the use of the questionnai_re rating scale is
often the only economical or practical way to ascertain
respondents ' opinions about certain phenomena, there are some
inherent weaknesses in their use.

Dr. Van Dalen, regarding

the use of the questionnaire, indicates that , " . .. they often
fail to reveal the respondents' motives, do not always yield
information of sufficient scope or depth, and may not discriminate between fine shades of meaning. "

Regarding the

rating scale, Dr. Van Dalen says, " Fixed alternative responses
may make respondents take a stand upon issues about which they
have no crystallized opinion or may force them to give answers
20van Dalen ; Understanding Educational Research, p.

319.
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that do not accurately express their ideas . " 21

Van Dalen goes

on and states, to the effect, that if proper precautions are
taken, by the researc her in developing the questionnaire ,
the weaknesses listed above can be somewhat overcome.
The information sought from this study was particularly
adaptable to the descriptive-survey method of research an� , as
in studies like this one, did not demand involved statistical
procedures.

The researcher felt that the moderate use of

statistics would enhance the value of the study rather than
detract from it.

Thus, the researcher plans to treat the data

in tabular and descriptive form using percentages and. means.
Much of this type of tr�atrnent has to do with characterizing
the p opulations with respect to certain attitudes and feelings
toward advisement.

The standard score

(Z score) will be used

·
to determine if there exists any significant difference between
the means of the three comparable groups.

The Z scores were

computed to ascertain the extent of relationships and to
determine the credibility of the null hypothesis mentioned
in Chapter

I.

21rbid. , p. 3 0 2 .

CHAPTER V
Results and Conclusions
As stated earlier, the basic purpose o f this research
was to determine whether there exists any significant difference
in the attitudes toward academic advisement between students
exposed to centralized, or professional advisement , and students
exposed to decentralized, or faculty advisement .

In addition

to this overall appraisal of the two different forms of advise
ment, the researcher was also interested in looking more
precisely at student reactions in such areas a s : 1 ) adviser
effectiveness; 2) general appraisal of advisement; 3) adviser
knowledge , and �) adviser utilization as these relate to the
different methods of advisement.
In order to study the responses of students from the
three identifiable groups, data run-offs from the responses
to the questionnaire we�e made by the Eastern Illinois University
computer cente r .
group .

There were

75

questionnaires sent out to each

This figure was arrived at so that the number of respond

ents could be kept at a manageable size .

Also, the size of the

samples are appropriate for the statistical technique used i n
this research .

Of the students given the questionna ire, 5 9

percent returned the completed questionnaire .
29

The percentage
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of respondents from each group are given in Table
TABLE I

",. �

.

.

I.
.

:1..·

Number and Percentages of Questi onnaires
Returned By Groups
Percent

Ntunber
Group

Returned

I

45

60

II

32

4-2

III

SS

73

132

59

All

Groups

Of Return

I n order t6 �compare the three groups as to their attitudes toward advisement,

as well as to the aforementioned areas ,

the computer center provided the researcher with raw scores and
the percentages of negative and
on the questionnaire.

p o sitive responses for each item

With such data,

significance could be selected.

ord1nal-level tests of

According to Dr.

D.

Champion,

such tests are appropriate where data are available that can be
ranked in some manner.

22

In order to find out whether anything

was happening between the three independent samples with respect
to their ordinal-level characteristics,
One-Way Analysis of Variance

the Kruskal Wallis

Test (H Te st)

was selected.

Also,

since the samples in this research are not equal in size ,
Kruskal-Wallis H Test offered an additional advan tage.

the

Accord ing ,

2 2 nean J. Cham pion , Basic S tatistjcs for S oci al Research
(Scranton: C handler Publishing Co. , 1 9 7 0 ) , p.---r59.
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to Dr.

Champion,

the H Test is appropriate for samples

equa1 as we11 as unequa1

of both

3
.
siz.e
s. 2

The results of running the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way
Analysis of Variance Test indicated that their was some significant difference between ,

at least,

independent samples at the

. O S level of significance .

results were not significant at the
treated as a x2 value
degree of freedom.
greater thari ,

one pair of the three

. 01 level.

The H value

is

for interpretive purposes with a K-1

We found that an H value equal t o ,

5 . 9 9 1 was needed in order for the samples

different from one another at the

. 0 5 level

An H value of 9 . 210 is needed at the
Since the observed H is 6 . 17

2

,

or
to be

of significance .

. 01 level

(see Table

II) .

it could be concluded that a

significant difference between two of the samples
the

The

occurred at

P 5 . 05 level . .
TABLE

II .

Level of Significance

Needed at the
Level of

Significance

. OS and . 01 Level

Needed

for Level

of S ignificance

*P � . 05

5 . 9 91

*P 5 . 01

9 . 21 0

*For two-tailed tests

H Value

Obtained

6 . 17 2

at 2 df

In order t o ascertain between which groups there was
a significant difference between the means ,
23I

b id . ,

p.

189 .

the Mann-Whitney
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U Test was run between all the combinations o f two groups from
the three samples.

This test i s appropriate for the research

because the assumptions of the test are met.

The test assumes

that the samples are independent and randomly drawn with
ordinal-level data.
From the results of the Mann-Whitney U Te s t , both the
null hypothe sis and the research hypothesis must be rejected.
The null hypothe s i s , which stated that no significant difference
in attitude would exist between the professional advisement
group and the faculty advisement group s , must be rejected because
a significant difference resulted at the P� .
groups

1

and 2 .

05

level between

These two groups represent professional advise

ment and faculty advisement respectively.
Although the study revealed a s i gnificant difference
witb respect to professional and faculty advisement when
groups

1

and 2 were compared,

this same difference did not

emerge when the group of professionally advised counselees
(group

1)

was compared to the second group of faculty advised

counselees

(gr.oup 3 ) .

Since the rese arch hypothesis stated

that if a difference between the two approaches to advisement
existed that professi onal advisement would be more favorably
accepted,

the research hypothe sis had to also be rejected.

The Z score between groups

1

and 3 was - . 304 which indicated

no significant difference between the two group s .
equal to or greater than 1 . 9 6 was needed at the
·significance

(see· Table

III) .

It was,

A Z score

. 05 level of

therefore , necessary to
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reject the research hypothesis since both groups 1 and

3

responded positively to their respective forms of advisement .
As stated earlier, the purpose o f this research
developed from a desire to assess whether professi onal advisement is overall more effective than faculty advisement .

As

was indicated above , there appeared to be some significant
difference when a comparison of group
1

and 3 .

2

is made with groups

However , the significant difference existing between

these comparisons do not appear when a comparison is made
Group 2 , representing faculty advi se-

between groups 1 and 3 .

men t , di ffered signi ficantly with both forms of advisement .
This revealed an interesting result in relation to this group .
Group

2,

which was �xposed to faculty or decentralized advi se-

ment , responded more negatively to advisement than either of the
other two group s ,

The comparison o f responses between group · 2

with both groups 1 and
(see Table III) .

3

were significant at the P� . 05 level

The reason for such di fferences is not clear.

Perhaps since group

2

had already graduated from the institution

and, therefore , no longer felt the personal loyalty to the
institution, they were more open and objective regarding their
criticism of academic advisement.

It, however , is beyond the
.

scope of this researcher to speculate as to why this group was
significantly more negative to advisement than groups 1 and 3 ,
particularly to group 3 the other faculty advised group . . This
finding, however, might suggest a topic for some future research
in this ar�a.
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TABLE III
Comparison of Z Scores Between Groups
z

Comparison
Groups
1

& 2

1

& 3

Scores a
b

-

-

2 . 58

. 304

ib
- 2 . 63

2 & 3

a
Need a Z � 1 . 9 6 at
b significant at the

.

05
.05

level of significance
level

The researcher, in order to obtain a more complete
assessment, felt it desirable to use, i n addition t o the
Mann-Whitney

U

Test , some more simple statistical procedures

in examining the responses from each group as they particularly
relate to the fo�r areas mentio�ed at the beginning of this
chapter.

In order to accomplish this , the descriptive survey

technique of percentages
whether

·

was used with the

U

Test to discover

there existed any significant and/or possibly acknowl-

edged consensus between the research group s .

It i s to these four

areas the researcher will direct his attention in the proceeding
pages.
The items that were used in the questionnaire were
developed to give a clear picture of s tudent reaction to the
two forms of advisement as related t o the following four . areas:
1)

adviser effectivene s s ;

2)

appraisal of advisement; 3) adviser

.information and knowledge; and, 4) advi ser utilization.
.

When
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these four areas were examined separately as t o any significant
differences between groups , the results c orresponded with the
earlier overall findin�s of the research at least as to the
first three areas.

That i s , a signific � nt difference was

found to exist between group 2 and both groups 1 and 3 .

No

significant difference was found to exist between group 1 and
group 3 (see Tables

4

to

7) .

However, the exception to this

pattern was discovered to exist in the area of adviser utilization (Table

7) .

In this area, it was f ound that there did not

exist a significant difference between group
and

3.

2

with groups

1

The finding apparen�ly indicates that all three groups

of students uti·lized their advisers during their academic
tenure.

This would seem to give some support t o the idea that

the advisees in all three groups had adequate exposure to their
adv�sers t o make · valid assessments or judgments as to the overall effectiveness of their respective forms of advi sement.
In addition to the significant differences between the
three groups mentioned above, the researcher, by using percentages
(see Tables

8

·to 12) of those responding negatively* and posi-

tively* to the four areas of consideration, was able to make
some additional observations.

Although these differences can

not be considered significant, they did reveal some interesting
class differences between the groups, particularly groups
3.

1

and

It is to these two groups which the researcher would 'like

*Of the five possible responses on the Likert Scale used
in the questionnaire, responses 1 and 2 were considered negative ,
3 , a moderate response and 4 and 5 positive responses.
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to make some final observation s .

Group

2

is omitted since it

has been shown previously to differ significantly with the
other two groups .
In our consideration of the responses to group 1 ,
representing professional advisement , and group 3 , represent
ing faculty advisement, there are a few salient results which
should be pointed out, even though these differences are not
significant.

From ·the items which make up Table 8 , we are

able to receive an indication as to advisee attitudes toward
general adviser effectiveness .

It is found that in both groups ,

adviser effectiveness i s viewed quite positively with 6 5 percent
in group

1

and 67 percent in group 3 responding positively and

only 1 6 percent and 14- percent respectively responding nega
t1vely .

This same general pattern is carried over into the

general appraisal of advisement . (Table 9 ) .

Here , however , a

lesser percentage responded positively- -58 percent for each
group .

·Although the same percentage of the respondents

responded positively to a general appraisal of advisement,
_ there appears to be an interesting group difference in
responses in the negative area.

Only 6 percent responded .

negatively for professional advisement as cqmpared to 15 percent
re sponding negatively to faculty advisement.

It is apparent

then when it came to assessing advisement that more students
exposed to professional advisement chose to respond in a moderate
way rather than the extreme negative end of the Likert Scale
as is apparent with those responding to faculty advisement.
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TABLE IV
Comparison of l.eneral Adv i ser Effectiveness
Comparison

z

Scores

Groups

a

1 & 2
1 & 3

-

2 & 3

- 2 . 3 9b

. 079

TABLE V
Comparison of General

Appra isal

Comparison

z

Groups

Scores

1 & 2

- 3 . 3 2b

1 & 3

1 . 18

2 & 3

- 3 . 8�b

of Advisement
a

TABLE VI
Comp arison of General

Information and Knowledge

of Advisement

Comp arison

z

Groups

Scores a

1 & 2

- 2 . s2

1 & 3

-

Need a Z � 1 . 96

966

- 1 . 9 5b

2 & 3
a

•

b

at

b Significant at the

. 05

level

. O S level

of significance
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TABLE VII
Comparison of General Adviser
Utilization Advi sers
z

Comparison
Groups

Scores

1

&

2

.99

1

&

3

.42

2

&

3

1 . 34

a

a Need a Z � l . 9 6 at . 05 level of significance
bSignificant at the . OS level
TABLE VIII
Adviser Effectiveness

Groups

Percent
Negative Response

Percent
Positive Response

1

16

65

2

24

52

3

14

67

Note: Related questions in questionnaire 7 , 9 , 11,
12, 16, 17 , 2 0 , 2 6 .
TABLE IX
Appraisal of advisement

Groups

Percent
Negative Response

Percent
Positive Response

1

6

58

2

27

38

3

15

58

Note: .Related questions in questi onnaire 5 , 13 ,
23.
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TABLE X
Adviser Information and Knowledge

Groups

Percent
Negative Response

Percent
Positive Response

1

8

66

2

25

4-3

3

9

63

Note : Related questions in questionnaire 6 , 14-,
21, 22, 25.
TABLE XI
Adviser Utilization

Groups

Percent
Negative Response

Percent
Positive Response

1

20

57

2

23

52

3

15

62

Note:
15.

Related questions i n questionnaire 2 , 3 , 8 ,
TABLE XII

Overall Reaction to Academic Advisement

Groups

Percent
Negative Response

Pfircent
Positive Response

1

2

40

2

23

25

3

13

65

40
This observation is further supported by the responses to
item 23 of the questionnaire which provided an overall reaction
to academic advisement .

It was observed here that only 2

percent responded negatively to professional advisement
(group 1) as compared to 13 percent responding negatively
to faculty advisement (group 3) .

There appears , however , to

exist an acknowledged consensus on the positive end of the
scale for group 3 which received 2 5 percentage points higher
than group 1 (see Table 12) .

It seems apparent , again , that

the student exposed to professional advisement responded in
a much more moderate fashion than those exposed to faculty
advisement.

This difference i s , howeve r , minor and might not

be indicative of any real differenc e .
On

examining the results i n Table 1 0 which deals with

advisement information and knowledge , a slight edge is given '
to professi onal advisement--66 percent responding positively
to professional advisement as compared to 63 percent resp onding
positively to faculty advisement .

On the negative end of the

response scale, though , there was found only a one percent
di fference .

This , too, is hardly enough difference to even

say that a demonstrated group difference existed at all .
.

In the last area of consideration, regarding adviser
utilization, it was discovered that students assigned to faculty
advisers apparently used their advi sers more than those assigned
to professional advisers .

The reverse would normally be expected

.as one woul,.d assume that the professional adviser would be

�l

possibly better prepared to advise and more accessible to the
student .

However,

62

the study indicated that

percent of the

students assigned to facul ty advisers from group 3 utilized
their advisers as compared to 57 percent of the students
assigned to professional advisers .

Again ,

it must be stated

that the difference is quite minor and should not be construed
to be meaningful.
After viewing all the data collected as a result of this
research ,

i t must be concluded from the researcher ' s point of

view that�

in addition t o having to reject both the null

hypothesis and the research hypoth e s i s ,

there does not exist

from an empiricai position even a sugge stion of an overall
acknowledged consensus as far as groups

1

This conclusion does not apply to group

2.

and 3 are concerned.
There has been

found to exist a . significant di fference between group
group s

1

and 3 .

To suggest reasons why group

2

2

and

differs

significantly and resp onded more negatively from groups

1

and

3 would be, at best, mere speculation and more appropriately
reserved for future research to discover why this occurred.
For the purpose of this research ,

it must be stated again that

the professional advisement counselor i s apparently no more
�

effective and successful than his counterpart among the
faculty.

The

strongest observation which can be made from

the data,

as it relates to groups

1

and 3 ,

i s to say that the

students exposed to professional advisement generally responded
.overall in . a more_ moderate fashion and tended to be slightly
less negative .

APPENDIX

•

Eastern I l l inois University
Charleston,

I l l inois

61920

Dear Participant :
Attached you will

find a quest ionnaire to evaluate the

academic advisement to which you are be ing

(have been) exposed .

Your response and cooperation in comp leting and returning the
attached quest ionnaire will a s s i s t us

in evaluat ing this

service to the student by the univers ity . ·

May we ask for your

a s s i stanc e , by taking a few moments from your busy schedule ,
respond to the quest ionnaire and return it to me in the s e l f 
addressed enve lope .

p

Your participat ion and cooperation would be greatly

a preciated in this matter.
Thank you for your t ime and cons ideration.

Academic Advisement
Attachment

to

This

survey is an attempt to evaluate academic advisement.

Your

honest and careful response to each question will a s s i s t us to accomplish
this task.

Place a check mark in the space which most accurately indicates

your appraisal of each item.
remely negat ive ( lowe st evaluation) , not at a l l (no help)
elatively negat ive evaluation, or low,

little help

oderate evaluation dent ing general satisfaction. acceptab i l i t y , or approval
airly positive evaluat ion (high) ,
remely positive

some help

(highest evaluation) , very much (very helpful)

at degree or extent

•

•

1

•

do you feel the university should be responsible t o
individual students for academic advisement?
did you visit your adivser?
would you

advise . your friends to use their academic

adv iser to help them in their educational pursuits?
did you receive unfavorable information from your
adv iser?
did the advisement program to which you were exposed
seem organized and functional?
did your . adviser help you with voc�tiona l · informa
tion and requ irements?
does your adviser give you a chance to talk and
express what you are thinking and your interes t s ?
has the adviser helped you clarify issues regarding
educational decis ions ,

such as :

degree , major,

and

vocational choice?
does your adviser seem sincere in . working with you
regarding your program?
do you feel the student should be responsible to
hims e l f for academic advisement?
did your adviser help you with any personal appraisal
of yourself in relat ion to your academic choices?
did you feel your adv iser was easy to talk to?
would you rate your advise r ' s effectiveness

in

working with you?

.

.

' •

did your adviser seem informed as to the academic
requ irements of the univers ity?
have you actively sought help from an adviser when
you had academic q'ues t ions?

2

3

4

5

- 2 did your adviser help you design a program to accom
plish your academic objectives?
was your adviser friendly and pleasant to you during
your counseling s e s s ions?
did you feel you needed a s s i stance in p lanning your
academic program?
was your adviser available to you when you needed
information or help?
did your adviser seem to be attuned to you during
the counseling sess ion?
did your adviser seem knowledgeable regarding
your academic questions?
did your adviser seem informed as to the
following:

(rate all listed)

F inancial aids
Military s tatus
Library service
Registration
Schedule changes (drop and adds)
Major requirements
Degree requirements
General requ irements
General services of the school
would you rate your over-all reaction to academic
advisement?
did your adviser spend an adequate amount of t ime
with you during your counseling sessions?
was your ·adviser able to give you up-to-date
academic information?
does your adviser seem to have a sensitivity to
the academic problems of a student?

•

did your adviser seem to be unsure of hims e l f ?
Comments :
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